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PROJECT SUMMARY 
PROJECT TITLE: 
 
 
 

PROJECT SYNOPSIS (Two line maximum): 
 
 
 
 

HAS THIS PROJECT BEEN SUBMITTED FOR A QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY AWARD BEFORE?       Yes         No 
 

IF “YES,” FOR WHICH YEAR WAS IT SUBMITTED? ____________________ 
 

AWARD CATEGORY(S) APPLICABLE TO YOUR PROJECT: 
 

 Customer Service   Saving Money   

 Other (specify):_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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DEPARTMENT:  BUREAU: 

  
DIVISION:  MAIL STOP: 
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Text Box
products and returning them to the surrounding communities free of charge



 

PROJECT TITLE:  
 

 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Directions:  Briefly describe the problem(s) that the project addressed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Directions:  Summarize the project, including how it addressed the stated problem, the roles of key project participants, and any other 
relevant information.  Limit the description to the space provided. 
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PROJECT TITLE:  
 
 

 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION CONTINUED 

Directions:  If necessary, continue to describe the project in the space provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
Does the Project involve any new invention(s)? 
 

 (1) mechanical, electronic or chemical device  (4) processes or methods of doing business (e.g. accounting method)
 (2) software, hardware or firmware  (5) materials of any kind 
 (3) botanical plants  (6) genetically engineered matters or animals 

  
If yes, provide an explanation for each box checked above.  Limit the description to the space provided below. 
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PROJECT TITLE:  
 

AWARD CRITERIA 
 

These categories are intended to help applicants demonstrate the benefits of their projects.  They are not intended to exclude projects 
that may not fit exactly into one of the criteria.  If your project fits one or more of the criteria, explain how.  If your project does not fit 
neatly into one of the criteria, choose the criteria closest to your project and describe what benefits result from your project.  It is not 
necessary to repeat information here that is already included in the project description.  Hint:: Focus on the benefits of your project. 
 
 

Improving Customer Service    (ie. Responsiveness to the customer; timeliness of service; availability to the customer; improved 
turn-around time; services performed beyond the call of duty; increased office morale.)                                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Saving Money (i.e. increased revenue and/or cost savings; sustainable vs. one time savings; cost avoidance; applicable to other 
Departmemts): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

PROJECT TITLE:  
 
 
 

PROJECT TEAM MEMBER LIST 
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	Application Number Commission Use Only: 
	PROJECT TITLE: Lopez Canyon Environmental Center                                              
	PROJECT SYNOPSIS Two line maximum: LCEC complete the full cycle recycling by composting local green materials, produces three high quality beneficial gardening 
	IF YES FOR WHICH YEAR WAS IT SUBMITTED: 
	Other specify: 
	DEPARTMENT: Public Works
	BUREAU: Sanitation
	DIVISION: Solid Resources Processing & Construction Division
	MAIL STOP: 624
	DEPARTMENTAL COODINATOR: 
	EMAIL: 
	PHONE NUMBER: 
	FAX NUMBER: 
	PROJECT MANAGER: Jonathan Zari
	EMAIL_2: jonathan.zari@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER_2: 213 485 3572
	FAX NUMBER_2: 213 485 2959
	DATE: 
	DEPARTMENT_2: 
	BUREAU_2: 
	DIVISION_2: 
	MAIL STOP_2: 
	DEPARTMENTAL COODINATOR_2: 
	EMAIL_3: 
	PHONE NUMBER_3: 
	FAX NUMBER_3: 
	PROJECT MANAGER_2: 
	EMAIL_4: 
	PHONE NUMBER_4: 
	FAX NUMBER_4: 
	DATE_2: 
	DEPARTMENT_3: 
	BUREAU_3: 
	DIVISION_3: 
	MAIL STOP_3: 
	DEPARTMENTAL COODINATOR_3: 
	EMAIL_5: 
	PHONE NUMBER_5: 
	FAX NUMBER_5: 
	PROJECT MANAGER_3: 
	EMAIL_6: 
	PHONE NUMBER_6: 
	FAX NUMBER_6: 
	DATE_3: 
	PROJECT TITLE_2: Lopez Canyon Environmental Center Composting Facility                                                             
	Directions  Briefly describe the problems that the project addressedRow1: The City of Los Angeles is home to over four million residents who recycle more then 6.7 million tons of recyclables per year (67% diversion rate), more than any city in the US. The Lopez Canyon Environmental Center (LCEC), a ten-acre composting facility owned and operated by the City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Sanitation (BOS). An average of 85 tons/week of horse manure is collected from the Valley Collection Districts by the BOS and delivered to a private contractor for processing with an annual cost of $176,000 ($40/ton). Manure management alternatives normally offered by private sector, such as composting are becoming increasingly limited within the City. Property owners who own horses face the continued increase in disposal costs due to limited management options.
	Directions  Summarize the project including how it addressed the stated problem the roles of key project participants and any other relevant information  Limit the description to the space providedRow1: Located in the foothills of the western San Gabriel Mountains, is a small community called Lake View Terrace. It has been described as a community with two faces, one that is urban, and another that is equestrian and zoned for agriculture.In early 2002, the City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Sanitation started investigating ways of managing recycling and green trimmings programs with City forces rather than relying solely on private contractors. With unused space on the landfill, this location presented a viable, potential site for a small scale composting facility that could complete the full cycle of recycling by composting yard trimmings collected in that part of the City. Throughout the planning process and early on, ideas from the community were incorporated into the design from the proposal stage to final construction.When the facility was developed in late 2003, curbside collected greenwaste was considered to be the only feedstock. In late 2008 BOS initiated a pilot program to compost the manure collected from the Valley Districts.  In late 2009, the successful pilot manure composting was permanently added to the facility’s process.  In addition, we allowed large tree trimming companies to deliver the needed woody material at a fee of $6/ton.In summary, approximately 85 tons of horse manure collected from the Valley Collection Districts are delivered weekly to the facility where it is mixed and composted with household yard trimmings (green bin collection) and woody material delivered by private haulers. By diverting this material away from private processors and using it as raw material for compost production, the City benefits by saving $176,000 annually in tip fee cost and increasing its revenue by $235,000 annually by charging for the woody material delivery and at the same time creating an additional revenue source with the potential sale of a nutrition rich compost.  By establishing this program, City residents in rural portions of the City benefit by being part of  a sustainable horse manure management program, thus being able to maintain their quality of life in a rural environment that is increasingly threatened by fewer options for manure management.
	PROJECT TITLE_3: Lopez Canyon Environmental Center Composting Facility                                                                 
	Directions  If necessary continue to describe the project in the space providedRow1: The Lopez Canyon Environmental Center is a proto-type for future City of Los Angeles owned and operated small scale composting facilities. It completes the full cycle of recycling by composting local green materials and returning them to local gardens, it is welcomed by the surrounding communities, it produces three high quality beneficial gardening products, it is sensitive to environmental protection, and it utilizes an efficient yet simple operator intensive technology while providing cost savings. A win-win for everyone.
	Does the Project involve any new inventions  1 mechanical electronic or chemical device  4 processes or methods of doing business eg accounting method  2 software hardware or firmware  5 materials of any kind  3 botanical plants  6 genetically engineered matters or animals If yes provide an explanation for each box checked above  Limit the description to the space provided belowRow1: 
	PROJECT TITLE_4: Lopez Canyon Environmental Center Composting Facility                                                            
	Improving Customer Service ie Responsiveness to the customer timeliness of service availability to the customer improved turnaround time services performed beyond the call of duty increased office morale: MERITS, INNOVATIONS & DIFFERENT FROM THE RESTThe LCEC is unique because of its simplicity, adaptability, and government/community team approach. This team jointly planned the facility and the end uses of the products.Art of Simplicity:  The City of Los Angeles takes great pride in the fact that the LCEC’s simpler, less complex design is more than sufficient to create good quality compost while protecting the environment and the facility’s neighbors.Adaptable, Flexible & Dependable:  The LCEC has grown over the years, starting with only 30 tpd of yard trimmings to the current processing of over 300 tpd of feedstock. Horse manure was added to the mix to generate a new product with more nutritional content. Teamwork:  This facility is truly owned, operated, and designed by the City of Los Angeles and the facility’s neighbors.Full Cycle Recycling: In the hierarchy of recycling, reusing materials where they are produced is ideal. The LCEC ranks high in achieving that recycling level on a local basis. All feedstock used at the LCEC comes from the City of Los Angeles and most comes from the East Valley, where the facility is located. The finished product nurtures the same gardens that generated the raw materials.Free Mulch Give Away: Ten free mulch give-away sites are currently open seven days a week and are available to all Los Angeles residents. The Bureau of Sanitation’s goal is to have 15 sites, one in each Council District. Free mulch is also donated and delivered to schools, community gardens, community organizations, and non-profits. 
	Saving Money ie increased revenue andor cost savings sustainable vs one time savings cost avoidance applicable to other Departmemts: Eliminate disposal cost of horse manure generated in the Valley Collection Districts, generate revenue from the woody material delivered by the private haulers and produce a compost product rich in nutritional value which is sold for additional revenue. BOS is saving $176,000 per year based on current tip fee cost. BOS is generating $235,000 per year from tip fee charged to brush haulers. Compost production with a rate of 4000 ton per year has the potential to provide additional revenue of $15/ton or $60,000. 
	PROJECT TITLE_5: Lopez Canyon Environmental Center Composting Facility                                   
	PROJECT TEAM MEMBER LISTRow1: 
	Last Name1: Kurz
	First Name1: Jim
	EMAIL1: james.kurz@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER1: 818 834-5128
	TITLE1: SOLID WSTE DISP SUPT II 
	Last Name2: Hamilton
	First Name2: John
	EMAIL2: john.cobb.hamilton@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER2: 818 834-5111
	TITLE2: ENVRMNTL ENGRG ASSC III
	Last Name3: Wesson
	First Name3: Eric
	EMAIL3: eric.wesson@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER3: 818 834-5137
	TITLE3: EQUIPMENT SUPERVISOR 
	Last Name4: Hill
	First Name4: Rodger
	EMAIL4: roger.hill@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER4: 818 834-5149
	TITLE4: Equipment Operator     
	Last Name5: Robinson
	First Name5: Pete
	EMAIL5: pete.robinson@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER5: 818 834-5123
	TITLE5: EQUIPMENT SUPERVISOR 
	Last Name6: Baharians
	First Name6: Arpa
	EMAIL6: arpa.bahariance@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER6: 818 834-5105
	TITLE6: Env. Compliance Inspector  
	Last Name7: DeRamos
	First Name7: Timmie
	EMAIL7: timmie.deramos@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER7: 818 834-5115
	TITLE7: ENVRMNTL ENGRG ASSC II
	Last Name8: Saiyan
	First Name8: Antranik Saiyan
	EMAIL8: antranik.saiyan@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER8: 213 485-2799
	TITLE8: ENVRMNTL ENGRG ASSC III
	Last Name9: Karroum
	First Name9: John  
	EMAIL9: John.Karroum@lacity.org
	PHONE NUMBER9: 818 834-5113
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